Directions to the BC Institute for Scientific Research, located on the BC Newton campus (aka the BC Law School; 885 Centre Street, Newton MA 02459 – use either in your phone/GPS/map app to get to campus). We're in the Kenny Cottle building, with the front door circled on the map. The main office number is 617-552-4328.

Make your way to Centre St. in Newton. Putting “BC Law” or “885 Centre St. Newton” in your favorite map app or search engine will get you to Newton Campus. Coming from the north, the entrance is about 1.4 mi beyond the Pike, and is the first right past Colby Rd. Coming from the south, it's about half a mile past Commonwealth Ave., the first left after Mill St. There should be a small, usually empty guard booth where the directions diverge depending on if someone is dropping you off (e.g., uber/lyft) or if you have a car to park.
Driving:
Once you enter the Law School grounds (see above), turn left at the (empty) guard booth. Park in a white-lined space, which are located in the areas marked "P" on the map. You will need to get a parking pass from your point of contact. Leave a note on your dash for the few minutes it should take to get it.

There is a path from the Keyes parking area that leads to our front door. Follow the path up to the Kenny Cottle front door (circled on the map). ISR is straight through the metal & glass foyer. You should see the reception area, admin offices & the conference room on the right. Ring the doorbell if the door to the ISR area is locked.

Uber/Lyft/etc.:
Have the driver go straight past the guard station to the circle with the flag pole & drop you off in front of Stuart, marked with the red star on the map. Kenny Cottle is to the right & set back a bit, down the sidewalk diagonal between the 2 brick buildings. It has glass doors & a large sign on top of the entry, and ISR is straight ahead through the metal & glass foyer. You should see the reception area, admin offices & the conference room on the right. Ring the doorbell if the door to the ISR area is locked. (If you get to stairs leading downward toward parking lots, you have overshot just a bit - our entrance should be next to the stairs).
**MBTA ([www.mbta.com](http://www.mbta.com)):**
Take the Green "D" line outbound to Newton Centre. Walk west-northwest along Hendrick Rd about a hundred yards to the intersection of Beacon & Centre. Walk north on Centre St. just over 1 mile (~20 min) to the BC Newton campus. The pedestrian entrance is a bit past Mill Street, across from Cotton Street & an old cemetery. Follow the sidewalk counterclockwise around the Law Library to the small traffic circle with the flagpole. Kenny Cottle is between the 2 red brick buildings, set back a bit. It has glass doors & a large sign on top of the entry, and ISR is straight ahead through the metal & glass foyer. You should see the reception area, admin offices & the conference room on the right. Ring the doorbell if the door to the ISR area is locked. (If you get to stairs leading downward toward parking lots, you have overshot just a bit - our entrance should be next to the stairs). Instead of walking, you can take the #52 bus, which stops across from the entrance to the BC Newton campus (the stop is at the historic cemetery). It is about a 5 min ride, and the bus runs about every 45 minutes.

**SHUTTLE from BC MAIN CAMPUS:**
Pick up the shuttle bus at the stop on Commonwealth Ave, taking any shuttle that says Newton or Law School or Eagle Express. Once you enter the Law School grounds, it will turn left at the guard booth & drop everyone off in the main parking lot (it might take a larger loop before ending up in the main parking lot, but either way, exit when you get to the main parking lot). Go around the outside of the building clockwise. There's a path from the Keyes parking area that leads to our front door. Follow the path up to the Kenny Cottle front door (circled on the map). ISR is straight through the metal & glass foyer. You should see the reception area, admin offices & the conference room on the right. Ring the doorbell if the door to the ISR area is locked.